
JOB AD

Be sure to articulate HOW you collaborate in your materials, remember - your resume is 
different from your CV. The emphasis shifts from a list of what you've done to how you've 

done those things. 

Consulting values quantitative data wherever possible to demonstrate this type of 
excellence. GPA, test scores, etc. Think about other translatable activities. Have you 

managed a student group? Overseen a budget and piloted any programming? Ever need to 
think through recruitment goals? Think about project management as managerial 

achievement - articulate the balance you strike between your dissertation, 
research/teaching assistant responsibilities, and outside involvement. How have you 

organized and met various deadlines with conflicting priorities?

This does not only encompass explicit leadership roles. One example of leadership could be 
mentoring. Some firms will explicitly state that they're looking for displays of mentorship to 
junior team members. Think about official and unofficial capacities in which you've been a 
mentor. Have you guided younger graduate students through the transition process from 
undergraduate to graduate studies? Have you developed close relationships with any 

undergrads and offered them guidance? You don't need to have the title of "president" for 
an experience to constitute leadership. Are there other examples of community involvement 

to draw upon as well?

Who have you worked with across a variety of levels during graduate school (don't just 
think about your academic activities, think about community involvement, volunteering, 
work experience)? Have you partnered with different departments for an event? Other 

institutions? Collaborated with other graduate students? Postdocs? Faculty? Administrators? 

Think about ways to demonstrate this in your application materials - i.e. teaching 
experience, publications, presentations. With global firms who have an international 

footprint, you may have the opportunity to work internationally. Students with fluency in 
multiple languages and research that cultivates cultural competency would be highly 

valued.

Both research and teaching experiences are valuable to highlight here. Any sort of 
facilitation you've done as either an independent instructor or as an assistant should be tied 

to the ability to facilitate workshops and present findings. Re-frame what you do as an 
instructor: present complex concepts to a generalist audience. How can you tie this to either 
previous research experiences or leadership roles? Have you been on an executive board 

and needed to evaluate programming? 
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